Background: Seizures is the most common pediatric neurological disorder. 5-10% percent of children suffer at least one episode of seizure in the first 12 years of life. The incidence is highest in children less than 5 years of age. Epidemiological studies reveal that approximately 1, 50, 000 children will sustain a first-time, unprovoked seizure each year and of these 30,000 will develop epilepsy. Many of the adolescents and adults having epilepsy had their first episode of seizures in childhood. The management of seizures or later epilepsy is more complex in developing countries like India because of ignorance, poverty, stigmatization and lack of resources and trained manpower. The role of neuroimaging in unprovoked seizures has always been a topic of great interest and research. The role of neuroimaging in children with new onset unprovoked seizures is also not well defined and insufficient evidence is available to make a standard recommendation or guidelines for the use of routine neuroimaging in children with first unprovoked seizure. We conducted this study to find out neuroimaging abnormalities in children with first onset unprovoked seizures and to know whether finding of such neuroimaging abnormalities affect the management of these patients.
more complex in developing countries like India because of ignorance, poverty, stigmatization and lack of resources and trained manpower. Unprovoked seizures does not have an obvious precipitating cause. It may present as the single episode of a seizure which may never recur or it may recur 3 .
The recurrence of an unprovoked seizure is then called epilepsy. Population-based estimates suggest that every year 25,000-40,000 children in the United States experience a first unprovoked seizure 4 . The guidelines for Neuroimaging after first episode of unprovoked seizures are not uniform 5 . The role of neuroimaging in children with unprovoked seizures is also not well defined and insufficient evidence is available to make a standard recommendation or guidelines for the use of routine neuroimaging in children with first unprovoked seizure 6 . In contrast guidelines for obtaining neuroimaging in adult patients presenting with seizures have been published 7 .
Detailed history, thorough clinical examination, electroencephalography and neuroimaging is an integral part of management of children presenting with first unprovoked seizures 8 . Neuroimaging techniques used may include neurosonography (particularly in neonates)
, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging 9 . Computed tomography is quick and can be done in emergency situations but it's associated with ionizing radiation and has less sensitivity than MRI in picking up subtle lesions. Moreover white matter abnormalities and conditions associated with demyelinating is better picked up by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 10 . MRI is more sensitive in picking up subtle anomalies but its higher cost, low availability and time required for scanning (necessitating sedation of the patient) are the drawbacks associated with MRI 11 . Other imaging modalities like diffusion tensor imaging, MR/FDG-PET fusion imaging, and magnetic source imaging are usually not required and of either academic interest or may be helpful in patients with refractory seizures 12 .
One of the important reasons for neuroimaging to be crucial is that some of these children may have pathologies which may need specific treatment and neuroimaging may help diagnose such conditions which is very difficult on the basis of clinical examination alone 13 . Such pathologies may include acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (requiring steroids), infarcts secondary to viral angiopathy (requiring acyclovir) and thromboembolism (requiring anticoagulation and other measures) etc. For this reason it is important to study neuroimaging abnormalities in children presenting with first apparent unprovoked seizures.
Materials And Methods
This was a prospective observational study carried out in department of radiology of a tertiary care hospital. The study consisted of 30 children between the age group of 6 months to 12 years who were sent for neuroimaging following first episode of an apparent unprovoked seizures. The patient belonged either to ward or pediatric intensive care units. All patients underwent CT brain and selected patients underwent MRI if it was clinically indicated. The patients were included in the study depending upon a predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Demographic details like age, gender and past and family history was taken. History and clinical details were noted down from the case papers of the concerned patients. The history was looked into so as to know the specific type of seizures (generalized or focal). An anesthetist has sedated the patients if there was a need to do so (mostly for MRI brain). All the CT and MRI brains were interpreted by same radiologist. Neuroimaging abnormalities if detected were noted down with a special emphasis on their classification such as mass, encephalomalacia, anatomical defect, gliosis, ICSOL, demyelinating lesion or infective lesions. If any lesion was present then a previous scan was enquired into and if previous scan was available then the findings like size and shape were compared with the previous scan. The location of the lesion was also noted down. An effort was made to follow up the patient who had any neuroimaging abnormality so as to know whether the detection of these neuroimaging abnormalities influenced the management by pediatricians in anyway. The data was tabulated and analyzed using SPSS version 16. Fisher's test and t test were used as tests for significance. A P value lower than 0.05 was taken as statistically significant.
Inclusion Criteria:
1. Children between the age of 6 months-12 years presenting with first onset of unprovoked seizures. Tumefactive Demyelination in a child presenting with focal seizures.
Results:
A total 30 patients referred to department of radiology for neuroimaging following first episode of unprovoked seizures were included in this study on the basis of a predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. Out of these 30 patients there were 18 males and 12 females a M:F ratio of 1:0.66. The analysis of the age distribution of the studied cases showed that majority of the patients belonged to age group between 6m-5years (60%) followed by 5-10 years (30%) and more than 10 years (10%). The mean age was found to be 4.3 years. The analysis of symptoms of the studied cases showed that the most common symptom after seizures was altered sensorium (20 %), lethargy (16.66%), irritability (10%) and symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection (13.33 %). Being exclusion criteria patients with neck stiffness or signs of meningitis were excluded from the study. 
Non contrast Computed Tomography was done in all 30
patients. The analysis of neuroimaging findings showed that out of 30 studied cases 9 patients had some or the other form of abnormality seen on CT Brain. The most common abnormality on CT brain was found to be volumetric reduction of cerebral hemispheres consistent with cerebral atrophy (10 %) followed by focal hypodense lesions s/o infarcts (6.66 %), white matter hypodensity (3.33 %), tram track calcification s/o sturge weber syndrome (3.33%), hemorrhage (3.33 %) and equivocal CT (3.33 %) needing further evaluation by MRI.
Figure 4: Neuroimaging abnormalities seen on CT Brain
Out of the studied cases 12 patients underwent MRI scans as advised by treating pediatrician. The indications included further evaluation or equivocal CT brain. Out of 12 patients who underwent MRI 8 patients already had abnormal CT scans. Out of the remaining 4 patients 3 patients had normal CT and 1 patient had equivocal CT. Out of these 4 patients 1 patient was found to be having white matter lesion, 1 patient was found to be having acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) and remaining 2 patients had normal MRI. The various MRI abnormalities found are given in tabulated form (Table 2 ). The correlation of CT and MRI abnormalities revealed that out of the 8 patients in whom CT was abnormal MRI was also found to be abnormal and the abnormalities were similar. While in 1 patient where CT brain was equivocal MRI was found to be having white matter lesion. 1 patient with normal CT brain was found to be having features suggestive of acute disseminated encephalomyelitis. . The patients were followed up to see whether neuroimaging abnormalities changed the management in anyway. Though in a small number of patients neuroimaging abnormalities such as ADEM, post varicella angiopathy and sturge weber syndrome changed the management of the patients. The child with ADEM on neuroimaging was given methylprednisolone to which he responded dramatically while the patient with sturge weber was put on long term anticonvulsants. Another patient who had cerebral infarct was eventually diagnosed to be having post varicella angiopathy and was given steroids and IV acyclovir. 
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Discussion:
This study was undertaken to know the neuroimaging abnormalities in children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures. The mean age was found to be 4.2 years. The unprovoked seizures were found to be common below the age of 10 years. Similar findings were reported by various studies including those undertaken by Maytal et al 14 .
In our study generalized seizures were more commonly than focal seizures. It is but expected as focal seizures are usually secondary to focal lesions like tuberculoma or neurocysticercosis etc and unprovoked seizures are by definition not due to such an etiology. Similar findings were reported by many other authors like Rasool et al 15 . Some authors have reported partial seizures to be more common than the generalized seizures (carrierio et al).Altered sensorium, lethargy and irritability were the most common associated features seen in the studied cases. Similar findings were also seen in the studies conducted by Stroink et al 16 .
Neuroimaging is one of the important diagnostic methods of evaluating a child presenting with first onset seizures. Though the neuroimaging is recommended in any adult patient presenting with first onset seizure such a recommendation can't be made for children presenting with first onset seizures because of lower incidence of neuroimaging abnormalities in these children 17 . In our study the prevalence of neuroimaging abnormalities (either CT, MRI or Both) was 33.33 %. CT scan was abnormal in 9 patients (30%) and MRI was abnormal in 10 patients out of 12 patients. Similarly many other studies have reported various neuroimaging abnormalities in children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures. Garvey et al 18 reviewed 99 children with new onset seizures and reported that neuroimaging was abnormal in 19% patients while according to Berg et al neuroimaging abnormalities were seen in 12.7% of the children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures 19 .
In our study Abnormal CT brain results were seen in 30% patients and abnormal MRI was present in 33.33 %. All CT scans reported to be abnormal had also abnormal MRI and the abnormalities found on MRI corresponded well to CT abnormalities. One patient with equivocal findings on CT brain was found to be having white matter lesions on MRI and one patient with normal CT brain was reported to be having acute disseminated encephalomyelitis on MRI. Hence it can be concluded that MRI is more sensitive in picking up neuroimaging abnormalities in children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures and should be preferred over CT brain. This finding is supported by the studies conducted by Chang et al 20 .
Overall common neuroimaging abnormalities seen were atrophic changes, infarcts and white matter lesions. One patient had sturge weber syndrome while another one was diagnosed with ADEM.
One of the important aim of this study was to find out whether the neuroimaging abnormalities changed the management of patients in any way. Out of the 30 patients in whom neuroimaging was done the management was changed by treating pediatrician in 3 cases (10%) due to neuroimaging abnormalities. The abnormalities which changed the management included sturge weber syndrome, infarct secondary to post varicella angiopathy and acute disseminated encephalomyelitis. It can be inferred from the above findings that approximately 10% patients will get specific treatment following detection of neuroimaging abnormalities.
Conclusion: Neuroimaging forms the important part of management of children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures. With improvements in imaging techniques more and more neuroimaging abnormalities are being picked up in these patients. Though in small number of patients abnormal neuroimaging is followed by changes in management by treating pediatricians. We therefore recommend that neuroimaging (Preferably MRI brain) should be done in children presenting with first onset unprovoked seizures whenever it is feasible.
